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Speaker 1 (00:00):

Step two, this is the idea everywhere I run, I run a common foundation, the journey to cloud with 
Nutanix CIO, Wendy Pfeiffer. If it is going to make our companies productive, if we're going to make our 
employees productive, then our services need to be as easy to use as our smartphones, as easy to use as 
the consumer technologies that are all around us. In our work environments today, I run a foundation of 
our office operating system AOS, and I run our hypervisor AHV and that operating system and that 
hypervisor, first of all, they can run on any vendor's hardware. In my data centers. I have a mix of HPE, 
Lenovo Dell, IBM power. I have a mix of hardware in the old days, pre Nutanix. When I purchased, for 
example, Lenovo hardware, I would choose the operating system that I would run on that hardware.

Speaker 1 (01:11):

And then I would be locked in to that hardware. And I would be locked into that operating system for 
any applications that I wanted to run. And hardware vendors also had very draconian licensing practices 
and purchasing practices. So, you know, as an it organization, I'd have to declare well, I'm, I'm a Lenovo 
shop or I'm a Dell shop. And then when I needed more capacity in order to make that, that those 
additional servers work with my existing servers, my existing hardware I'd have to buy the same kind. So 
if I had mostly Dell in my environment and I needed to expand, I would have to buy more Dell for the, all 
of those devices to work together. Well, Nutanix operating system obviates the underlying hardware 
layer today. If I'm getting favorable pricing from Dell, I can purchase more Dell when I need to scale. But 
if next week I'm getting more favorable pricing from HPE, then I can add HPE to my environments with 
no penalty.

Speaker 1 (02:24):

Our operating system makes all of that different hardware work together well in the same way. 
Likewise, I operate in public cloud and in public cloud, if you operate an application in Amazon, for 
example, in AWS, it is almost impossible to run that same application in the same way, the same code in 
Google and GCP because of these underlying differences. But when I run the things that I run on the 
combination of AOS and HV, that flexible foundation, now I can essentially run that infrastructure 
anywhere it's infrastructure that runs anywhere on any hardware and virtually any public cloud. So we 
use the same software and the same code. If you will, to call that infrastructure anywhere, it's sort of 
like write once and reuse many, many times. So it's an incredibly efficient mode of operation. I have this 
very flexible foundation.

Speaker 2 (03:39):

Wendy Pfeiffer is the chief information officer of Nutanix. This podcast series of 10 steps to cloud comes 
from her ebook, charting the course to cloud. This is the check barometer podcast from the forecast. 
You can find other podcasts in this series with Wendy pfeiffer@theforecastbynutanix.com.
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